Goulding, Simon Company Law. 2nd ed. 1. Corporation Law 2. Corporation Law – Wales I. Title 346.42'066. I have attempted in this book to present the core principles of company law in a readable and intelligible form, focussing particularly on important cases and extracting key passages of judgment. This is to acknowledge that, despite being a statute based subject, like any subject in a common law jurisdiction, the law ‘lives in’ the cases. Further, a more immediate pragmatic reason for doing so for most of the readers of this book is that examination questions tend to focus on issues which have received judicial attention. Prevention of Fraud (Investments) Act 1939. Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1976 & s 24(1) & s 35(1); 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 16, 22, 32, 8. Shop online for legal books and eBooks with a focus on Corporations, filtered by practice and subject area - Thomson Reuters Legal Australia. "Strata Law in NSW" is to be used as a practical manual for strata meetings, appearances in the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal or Courts in relation to strata related litigation and as a reference More. The TRIPS Agreement 5th Edition Book. Still others practice corporate law so that they can sponsor their higher education in a top Ivy League Law School or UK University of their choice and pursue a renowned academic career. At the end of this, the truth boils down to the fact that most of us end up being corporate lawyers, at least for some part of their legal career. Above all, when you read these books, you can actually FEEL the excitement of being a great company lawyer, and that will often INSPIRE you to surge ahead with your pursuits. What is even better is that you don’t have to know any corporate law to begin reading them. You can start now, irrespective of who you are, a law aspirant, aspiring investment banker, final year law student or someone planning to become a company secretary or accountant.